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- 9 dials of 3 digits each - 3 digit buttons for 0 to 9 - 3 digit buttons for +/- - 360° rotation - 9 pedals with 9
stepping buttons of 4mm - 4 stepping buttons: - Red (+) - Green (-) - Blue (x) - Yellow (/) - 4 stepping Buttons for 0
to 9 - 4 stepping Buttons for 0 to 9 - 40 plates - 9 Layers of enamel - All enamel - All enamel - All enamel - All
enamel - All enamel - All enamel - All enamel - All enamel - All enamel - All enamel - All enamel - All enamel - All
enamel The panes are made of enamel and stainless steel (3mm) plates. The stepping buttons are made of
aluminum plate. The base and knobs are made of wood. The plates are not made of metal. The plate is made of a
plastic base and stainless steel, it has a diameter of 50mm with a thickness of 3 mm. Enamel of all the plates,
dials, buttons, knobs and buttons. Stepping buttons are made of aluminum plate with a hardness of 80 Rockwell.
They are welded to a smaller diameter where they are fastened to a plastic base. The dials are made of enamel
over a stainless steel substrate. The base of the dial is made of plastic. The dials are made of enamel and
stainless steel (3mm) over a stainless steel substrate (2mm) The dial is made of enamel over a stainless steel
substrate (2mm) The dial is made of enamel and stainless steel (3mm) over a stainless steel substrate (2mm) The
dial is made of enamel over a stainless steel substrate (2mm) The dial is made of enamel and stainless steel
(3mm) over a stainless steel substrate (2mm) The dials are made of enamel and stainless steel (3mm) over a
stainless steel substrate (2mm) The dials are made of enamel and stainless steel (3mm) over a stainless steel
substrate (2mm) The dials are made of enamel and stainless steel (3mm) over a stainless steel substrate (2mm
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- 4 strips, 10 mm wide, coated with silk - 9 pins, 10 mm length - 3,15 mm diameter - 3 strips of white paper, cut to
3,15 mm width - one single 7,5 mm orange paper - one single 6,35 mm blue paper - two 2,5 mm yellow paper -
one 4 mm white paper - one 38,5 mm black paper (spacer) Installing Pinwheel: - mount the 7,5 mm paper in the
white paper section - mount the 3,15 mm yellow paper in the orange paper section - mount the 6,35 mm blue
paper in the white paper section - mount the 38,5 mm black spacer paper in the orange spacer section - mount
the 10 mm long pins in the three numbered section - mount the 3,15 mm white paper in the black spacer section
- mount the 10 mm long pins in the 3 sections - mount the 15 mm long pins in the 4 strips - mount the 3 mm long
pins in the 3 sections - mount the 3,15 mm pins in the 3 sections - mount the 3,15 mm pins in the 3 sections -
mount the 10 mm long pins in the 3 sections - mount the 10 mm long pins in the 3 sections - mount the 3,15 mm
pins in the 3 sections - mount the 3,15 mm pins in the 3 sections Now is time to calibrate Pinwheel! 1- Move the
orange spacer paper (normal paper) over the pins till they are right where you want them. You should have 4 pins
extended, right around the dial. 2- Plug Pinwheel, and close all the section covers. 3- Pull the button on the top
cover. The top portion of the pinwheel, which contains the gearwheel, will move. You can imagine the whole
pinwheel turning like a crazy fan. You have a fan now. Rotate the fan, and use it to push a black paper over the
orange spacer paper. Now we are ready to calibrate. Here is the old standard calibration:  digit = index +
(starting_digit - 1) * 8 Here is how to use the Pinwheel 1. Start with the first pin at the first digit position, and
press the button b7e8fdf5c8
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As the name suggests, the cilinder has 1..9 extended pins and the digits are 1..9. The number which is then
displayed (in reverse order) is the result of multiplication of the last digit in the number by the number of the pin
which is in the extended position. The last digit is calculated from 0 to 9, depending on the direction of rotation.
To calculate the final digit, just add the last digits which are in extended position (except the highest one) and
calculate with the number of the advanced pin (all pins which are in extended position are advanced by 1 pin).
For example: 1111 plus 3=1414 1414 plus 4=1818 1818 plus 6=2424 2424 plus 7=3333 3333 plus 2=4125 4125
plus 1=4230 4230 plus 4=4544 4544 plus 5=5459 5459 plus 1=5560 5560 plus 3=5664 One important
advantage of the Pinwheel calculator is that it is very simple, easy to learn and works quickly. The main
disadvantage is that it can only be used for simple calculations. The Japanese term for Pinwheel is: 鏡陀文字 Pinwheel
examples: 4 times 3=12 3 plus 3 times 1=6 6+7=13 13 plus 2 times 1=15 15 plus 1=16 16 times 4=64 9 plus 8
plus 7=22 Pinwheel contacts: 1,3,4,6,7,9 Pinwheel unit: Pinwheel Java Example package
org.netbeans.modules.pinwheel; import java.util.Random; import java.util.ArrayList; import java.util.LinkedList;
import java.awt.*; import java.awt.event.ActionEvent; import java.awt.event.ActionListener; import javax.swing.*;
import javax.swing.UIManager.LookAndFeelInfo; import javax.swing.border.Border; import java.awt.Container;
import java.awt.GridLayout; import java.awt.Toolkit; import java.awt.event.KeyEvent; import java.awt.event.Key

What's New in the Pinwheel?

- Pinwheel dimensions:~2.5 cm in diameter and 0.5 cm height. - Pinwheel Speed: ~15 rpm - Pinwheel Material:
aluminium (cyanoacrylate resin). - Pinwheel was remanufactured from a cast iron original used for the first
production models. - The original pins were capped with rubber tubes, to avoid the risk of jamming when
extended. - Currently all pins have a rubber sleeve, to reduce any friction on the mechanism. - The 2 cm diameter
hole drilled to accommodate the rubber sleeve is too tight when manufacturing. The original pins could come out
easily, so we had to adapt the new pins to work without jamming, when moving the mechanism. - The cilinder is
made by welding a cap to a cylinder, with the result of a tight fit between the cap and the cylinder, which
interferes with the way in which the mechanism works. - This can be fixed by choosing a stiffer cap made from a
hard metal. This won't have the same effect as the original cap, and might interfere with the pins, but it will
reduce the mechanical friction. The Pinwheel was started in the early 2000s, after I no longer used a HP
calculator, and discovered that I did not miss it. Timeline: - 2004 - No cilinder, but does any how look like a replica
(P1 and P1N). - Two P2's were available. - Both are made in the same way as P3. - The P2 was available in two
sizes: 5 cm and 8 cm, with a 30° pin position angle difference. - P2N was not very common. - 2006 - P3 - P3N -
2007 - P3H - 2008 - P3X - P3Y (?) - P3Z (?) - P4/P4H -
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